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— EDITORIAL

« When the breeze gets to losin’ ground,
Better ask all the trees around.
When the wind’s gettin’ slow, look at where it’s at to
go,
Measure the valleys, measure the hills.
When the streams goes dry, dry as a bone,
You better count every turn and every stone.
When it’s all running thin, take a look at where it’s
been,
Go ahead and measure the valleys, measure the hills.
When you know how a dream can fade,
How a man comes to be so afraid.
When you know where he’s been,
Take a look at him again. »

Miriam Makeba, Measure The Valleys
Recorded in her album Keep Me In Mind, 1970.
Lyrics by Judd Woldin. Music composed by Robert Brittan.
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MEASURE THE VALLEYS
LOT VALLEY PARCOURS D’ART CONTEMPORAIN
JULY 1ST — SEPTEMBER 2ND, 2018
FAYÇAL BAGHRICHE, MOHSSIN HARRAKI, EURIDICE KALA,
LUCIE LAFLORENTIE, DANA WHABIRA
The Lot Valley continues its summer metamorphosis to relay far reaching tales –
in time and in space alike – inspired by the valleys known by each invited artist –
the Lot Valley obviously, where they have been working this spring, but also ones
that have marked their movements between Africa and Europe.
Measure The Valleys draws its title from a song by the South African star
singer and activist Miriam Makeba in her 1970 album Keep Me in Mind. It is a
burning call for increased awareness towards the environment and towards the
humankind, a philosophy at the heart of this residency which is all about research
and sharing.
In light of their experiences in Algeria, Morocco, Mozambique, Senegal, South
Africa and Zimbabwe in particular, the 5 invited artists have a well versed
aptitude to grasp the nature and atmosphere of this valley. They have used the
context, their own skills and imagination to open up new experiments.
Working with photography, drawing, installation, performance and video, they
all have distinct practices and approaches. Yet they share common interests in
landscape and architecture, sciences and languages, everyday life’s surprises and
the visible as well as invisible echoes of History in our globalized world. Together,
they epitomise the diversity and connectivity of the African and diasporic
contemporary art scenes.
The work of Euridice Kala, Fayçal Baghriche, Lucie Laflorentie, Mohssin Harraki
and Dana Whabira for the 2018 13th Lot valley Parcours d’art contemporain
invites us to consider History’s heritage and a possible and plural future in which
art is the source of unexpected and absolute regeneration.

CURATED BY CAROLINE HANCOCK AND MARTINE MICHARD
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— FOREWORD

Why 2 curators?
Friendship, hospitality and enduring relationships in the
course of such artistic projects are very important to
Martine and to me. Working with such values perfectly
match Cajarc’s Art Centre program this year as the
overarching theme is centred around attention and kindness.

Why is the work of the selected artists important?
They are all well-known and respected and have astute,
innovative and accurate outlooks on society – they have
observed the valley and intertwined their vision of it to their
life experiences in order to address urgent issues through
surprising artistic interpretations. We are building bridges
and opening multiple dialogues to enable speculation on
real or imaginary synchronicities between the Lot Valley and
Great Rift Valley, Fish River Valley or the Atlas to name only
a few examples. Connectivity is at the heart of this project
of valley awareness. These artists allow us to spend more
time to look, and look again even closer.

In 2013, Martine Michard invited me to meet the artists in
residency at Maisons Daura in order to write a text that tried
to encapsulate their work for that year’s Lot valley Parcours
d’art contemporain: La Montagne qui marche – « The Walking
Mountain »1.
I admired the concept of creation via a residency with a
solid, friendly atmosphere between her and the artists. The
Lot Valley’s historical and environmental setting is such an
inspiration, it is a great honour to come back here again in
2018 and work together.

Caroline Hancock — Independent curator, art critic, editor
and translator living in Paris. Her interest in the African and
diasporic art scenes grew when she received the Joanna Drew
Travel Bursary in 2008 and through working as part of On the
Roof collective on projects in Paris, London and Dakar with Elise
Atangana and Yves Chatap between 2011 and 2014. In 2013,
she wrote a text for the Lot Valley Parcours d’art contemporain
La Montagne qui marche (« The Walking Mountain »). Caroline
Hancock was invited to Nigeria in May 2018 to facilitate a
critical writing workshop at CCA Lagos and portfolio readings
at IICDin Abuja.2

How do these artists’ proposals fit in Maison des arts
Georges & Claude Pompidou’s program?
Fayçal Baghriche, Mohssin Harraki, Euridice Kala and Dana
Whabira have personal links with Africa. Lucie Laflorentie’s
connexion is mostly linked to one circumstance i.e. the
Maison des Arts invited her to travel to Thiès in Senegal in
2014 for a residency. She brings a highly dynamic regional
involvement to this group.
Dana Whabira chose to live and work in Harare, Zimbabwe.
She is committed to urban and contemporary culture
and founded an experimental centre of art she’s been
leading with passion since 2013, connecting local artists
to international projects in Africa and beyond. Fayçal
Baghriche, Mohssin Harraki, and Euridice Kala live in Paris
and though they have been developing an international
career, they remain extremely connected with their
respective countries of origin, making their thought
processes and creativity all the more rich and diversified.
Their approaches – generous, distinct, often critical or
humorous in some cases – suggested they might be willing
to spend 3 months in the Lot Valley to discover new places
and meet new people. They have a remarkable ability to
adapt to a new context and site. After just a few weeks in
residence, their work was blossoming into exciting proposals,
in keeping with their previous work but translated to a new,
extraordinary environment.

— Text about the artists Fredy Alzate, Yushin U Chang, Chad Keveny, Damien Marchal,
Natacha Mercier, Daniel Perrier :
www.carolinehancock.com/carolineHancock/pdf/montagne%20FR.pdf
2
— www.e-flux.com/announcements/193314/upcoming-exhibitions-workshops-and-events/
1
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— FOREWORD

Why 2 curators?
First of all, because 2, or more, people together are always
smarter than 1. Then because a first collaboration with
Caroline Hancock in 2013 (for La Montagne qui marche
– Walking Mountain) made me want to push things further.
I knew she had an interest in Africa and its artistic scenes.
I asked Caroline to join me as soon as this subject became
obvious, knowing that working with her, and then the artists
involved, would be a true collective adventure.

Miriam Mabeka was born in Johannesburg, South Africa, in 1932
and died in 2008 in Castel Volturno near Naples after a concert.
Mama Africa was adored for her vocal talent, her charisma and
her standing against apartheid and for civil rights in Africa. In
1959, she had a brief role in Lionel Rogosin’s film, Come Back,
Africa, which led her to performing in Europe and in the USA.
American singer Harry Belafonte became her mentor. She
befriended Nina Simone and Dizzy Gillespie. When her South
African citizenship was revoked, Makeba became a stateless
person during 20 years. She was married to African-American
activist Stokely Carmichael (from 1968 to 1973), who was the
head of SNCC (Student Nonviolent Coordination Committee),
then a member of the Black Panthers. When she was banned
from the USA, she moved to Guinea. She was granted honorary
citizenship in 10 countries, including France. As an activist, she
testified before the United Nations Special Committee against
apartheid. She was constantly seeking to build bridges and unite
people through her music. She sang in many languages – Xhosa,
French, Zulu, English, Tswana, Yiddish... Pata Pata, Click Song or
Qongqothwane are among her most famous songs.

How do these artists’ proposals fit in Maison des arts
Georges & Claude Pompidou’s program?
Every artist thinks of a potential contribution for the project
then suggests proposals once they have had a chance to
measure this territory and the valley themselves. Caroline
suggested the title « Measure The Valleys ». It immediately
triggered something in me – the meeting of a voice (and
what a voice it is!) and a territory i.e. exactly the artists’
program. What’s more, the African edge of this year’s
program is an opportunity to highlight the valleys eternal
hospitable nature, to celebrate the 20th anniversary of
the Africajarc festival and to join the African-European
movement attentive to the high quality of the African
scenes.
Why is the work of the selected artists important?
They address political and transcultural issues, help figure
out conflicts between territories and individuals, analyse
the tensions caused by colonialism and its avatars, come up
with new, emancipated propositions, with no old fashioned
folkloric take nor patronizing didacticism but instead with
a buoyant and contagious vigour. It is the most thrilling
experience!

Measure The Valleys. Written by Judd Woldin and Robert Brittan,
one of the most famous songs from the Broadway musical
Raisin, adapted from the play A Raisin in the Sun by Lorraine
Hansberry. Miriam Makeba interpreted this song in her 1970
album Keep Me in Mind. It is not among her most popular nor
famous songs but it is proof of her open ear for new sounds and
rhythms as well as of the sheer power of her voice.

Martine Michard — MAGCP director since 2004 and instigator
of the Lot valley Parcours d’art contemporain. She always
keeps in mind Octavio Paz’s words: « Every work of art is the
permanent possibility of metamorphosis offered to every man ».

On June 20th, 1971, as she was in Paris, Makeba was invited to
the TV show named Discorama. She sang Measure The Valleys
with the accompaniment of a mesmerising contemporary
dancer – about whom we would very much love to find out
more.
INA.FR/VIDEO/I0814284

Sources:
Mouity-Nzamba Michaël, « Miriam Makeba : une vie au service d’un art engagé », Bulletin de
l’Institut Pierre Renouvin1, 2014/2 (N° 40), p. 111-125. DOI : 10.3917/bipr.040.0111.
cairn.info/revue-bulletin-de-l-institut-pierre-renouvin1-2014-2-page-111.htm
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— WORK NOTES

Atelier A : Fayçal Baghriche, arte, 2011

Nigeria, then in Accra, Dakar, Maputo, and Addis Ababa for
intense 35-day study sessions focusing on history of art and
exhibitions, methodologies and professional development.
Àsìkò. On the Future of Artistic and Curatorial Pedagogies in
Africa, 2017, directed by Bisi Silva and edited by Stephanie
Baptist.

ARTE.TV/EN/VIDEOS/050046-001-A/ATELIER-A-FAYCAL-BAGHRICHE/

La Nuit du Doute. Conversation avec Fayçal Baghriche, Galerie
Poggi, Paris, Mars 2016
GALERIEPOGGI.COM/CSPDOCS/EXHIBITION/FILES/2016_FAYC_807_

CONTEMPORARYAND.COM/MAGAZINES/ASIKO-ON-THE-FUTURE-OF-ARTISTIC-

ALBAGHRICHE_GALERIEPOGGI_LANUITDUDOUTE.PDF

AND-CURATORIAL-PEDAGOGIES-IN-AFRICA/

Past collaborations. Mohssin Harraki often worked with Joseph
Kosuth and Seamus Farrell. Seamus Farrell took part in to the
2009 Lot valley Parcours d’art contemporain: Veilleurs du monde
– Watchmen of the world. On this occasion, Mohssin Harraki
travelled here for the first time as an assistant. Cécile BourneFarrell curated the 2011 Parcours, Histoires non encore racontées
– Stories not told yet, featuring artists living in Mexico. These
past collaborations are important reference points for Martine
and Caroline.

Talk Dana Whabira participates in a talk at Art Basel, 16 June
2018.

Conversation between Mohssin Harraki and Karima Boudou in
2016

1980S/

IBRAAZ.ORG/INTERVIEWS/202

African Mobilities. Dana Whabira is currently displaying a first
manifestation of her research in collaboration with Thembinkosi
Goniwe and Nolan Oswald Dennis concerning Cecil Rhodes’s
railway construction from South Africa to Congo. Exhibition in
Munich:

HTTPS://WWW.ARTBASEL.COM/EVENTS/DETAIL/7157/ART-WORLD-TALK-GLOBALOR-LOCAL-FOR-WHOM?OPENTIME=3407

Feedback : Art, Africa, and the Eighties. Euridice Kala currently
features in this exhibition:
IWALEWAHAUS.UNI-BAYREUTH.DE/EN/PROGRAM/20180427-FEEDBACK/INDEX.
HTML
CONTEMPORARYAND.COM/FR/EXHIBITION/FEEDBACK-ART-AFRICA-AND-THE-

Conversation between Euridice Kala and Lucy Cotter in 2017
RESEARCHGATE.NET/PUBLICATION/321809136_BECOMING_THE_ARCHIVE_A_
DIALOGUE_WITH_EURIDICE_KALA

ARCHITEKTURMUSEUM.DE/EN/EXHIBITIONS/AFRICAN-MOBILITIES-NOTREFUGEE-CAMP-EXHIBITION/

Saint Cirq Lapopie. Dana Whabira already came to St Cirq
Lapopie in 1996 to meet collector and gallery owner Françoise
Tournier.

AFRICANMOBILITIES.ORG/

Dakar Biennale. Dana Whabira and Mohssin Harraki took part to
the 2018 Dakar Biennale in May.

Ephemeral Archival Station. Euridice Kala is the instigator of
e.a.st. collective (Ephemeral Archival Station). Their research
was presented in Paris on May 26th, 2018:

BIENNALEDAKAR.ORG/DAKART-2018/

LACOLONIE.PARIS/AGENDA/OPEN-LAB-EPHEMERAL-ARCHIVAL-STATION-1

Àsìkò. Dana Whabira and Euridice Kala took part in the Àsìkò
program (in Dakar in 2014 and in Maputo in 2016 respectively)
which is now an ambitious and large professional network. In
2010, the Centre for Contemporary Art (CCA) Lagos, in Nigeria
launched the Àsìkò program in order to start new artistic and
curatorial training in Africa. From 2010 to 2016, 70 artists,
curators and art critics from 15 countries gathered in Lagos,

Stories of Almost Everyone. Fayçal Baghriche features in the
Stories of Almost Everyone collective exhibition organized by
Aram Moshayedi, Hammer Museum, Los Angeles:
HAMMER.UCLA.EDU/EXHIBITIONS/2018/STORIES-OF-ALMOST-EVERYONE/

Or. Fayçal Baghriche made a film for the Aflam program which
is part of the Or exhibition at Marseille’s Mucem.
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Les Grottes merveilleuses
Vidéo 8m28.
Parc de Taza. Voix de Hocine Klikha, le guide.
Production Le Quartier, centre d’art contemporain de Quimper, avec le soutien
de Triangle France.
Fayçal Baghriche
2010
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FAYÇAL BAGHRICHE
BORN IN 1972 IN SKIKDA, ALGERIA. LIVES AND WORKS IN PARIS.

What does the title Measure The Valleys inspire you?
To me, the title Measure The Valleys, when translated in French, means measuring the valley in an abstract way i.e.
evaluating what the valley has to offer. It is inspiring as it puts nature under a spotlight. The words are those of an
environmental activist and it certainly resonates in each and everyone but in a spiritual way. Measure The Valleys comes
from the musical Raisin and has a biblical connotation in that context. It is an apocalyptic vision that doesn’t appear in
a huge blast but with quietness – things are fading away at a slow and natural pace. This song reminds me of desolation
and of summer’s torrid heat.
What is your proposition about?
It is too soon to come up with a firm proposition because the different sources of inspiration are confronted to the
harsh realities of materialization.
The wide open spaces in front of us, the complex topologies, the fields and points of view that enable to apprehend the
nature of this valley create a particular context and encourage us to elaborate something as large as the landscape. It
is tempting to follow that path but it can be deceitful. I am going to dialogue with the landscape with an economy of
means that is typical of my work and create a humble proposition that will nonetheless offer a different interpretation
of the nature of the valley.
Please tell us a little about your experience as an artist in residency.
It takes place in an amazing place which is isolated enough for good concentration. I would very much love to come
back to work again without the obligation of a result.
What does art help you accomplish?
The answer to this question depends on the moment in your life. Sometimes it can be a way to change direction towards
something fair, other times it is about self-accomplishment. At this precise moment, it is the ecosystem I’m living in. If I
move, I move forward. If I’m not moving then I’m just floating around.
FAYCALBAGHRICHE.COM

Fayçal Baghriche — Uses performance, installation, video and photography to create a distance with reality
and propose a new more poetic one. He graduated from the Villa Arson in Nice in 1997. Represented by
Jérôme Poggi gallery in Paris.
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Tagant
Installation of 87 light
bulbs, electric cables.
Mohssin Harraki
2016
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MOHSSIN HARRAKI
BORN IN 1981 IN ASSILAH, MOROCCO. LIVES AND WORKS IN PARIS.

What does the title Measure The Valleys inspire you?
Measure the Valleys makes me think of Hadda Al Ghaîtia, a singer and poetess from the late 19th century, born in the
Oulad Zayd valley in Morocco. Her nickname was Kharboucha or Krida which means “frizzy hair”.
She’s forgotten now but she stood against the regime. This is an excerpt from one of her songs: « One morning, I went
to the village on the castle hill, there was only the sound of silence, my feet are firmly touching ground, my eyes have an
overview of the valley, suddenly I hear screams, songs from the women working on the hill opposite or rather from the Atlas
valley in Morocco. I try to decipher them… »
A basic and contagious scream became a coded and sung language used to say things that couldn’t be said otherwise.
A way to say: « I am here ».
What is your proposition about?
My proposition titled Dessiner le chant de l’ombre – Drawing the Song of Shadow, is centred on the poetry of this
popular singer and connects with the songs that remained in the shadows at that time.
Please tell us a little about your experience as an artist in residency.
Working in a residency gives me an opportunity to adapt a new environment, far away from my usual studio and with
different working conditions. A chance to be using other materials, to share with other artists and with visitors, to
emphasize several steps of a process that will turn into a committed stance.
What does art help you accomplish?
This is a vague question... Everything and nothing at the same time. My work is a way of living… A personal story for
all to share. This personal story is all about talking to other people, giving one’s opinion, observing the environment,
analysing History and creating a different one.
Proving that there isn’t one History only, one way to move forward only.
My work enables me to do all this.
MOHSSINHARRAKI.FR

Mohssin Harraki — Mohssin Harraki explores the mechanisms of cultural construction, of the constitution of
memory and of collective imagination. A graduate from Tetouan, Toulon and Dijon art schools, he took part
to the Dakar Biennale in May 2018.
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The photographer Cedric
Nunn. Great Fish River,
Eastern Cape, 2012.
Photograph by
Euridice Kala
2012
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EURIDICE KALA
BORN IN 1987 IN MAPUTO, MOZAMBIQUE. LIVES AND WORKS IN PARIS.

What does the title Measure The Valleys inspire you?
At first, the title seemed very broad and therefore didn’t have much meaning to me. Yet, words taken separately began to
find an echo with 2 separate projects I have worked or am working on: Sea(E)scapes (2015-ongoing) and a collaboration with
photographer Cedric Nunn involving a visit of Great Fish River at Eastern Cape in 2012. These 2 projects share a common
interest for certain historical sites and moments in South Africa which creates a strong link with Miriam Makeba (who sang
Measure The Valleys). Either specific links or some shared resonances.
What is your proposition about?
I am usually cautious of History in my propositions. I am in search of a fresh way to look at things and then include parallels.
My commitment is to tell the same stories in a modern way. In this residency project, I am looking at nature (moss) and the
relationships to colonial ecosystems. I also have my own take on Albert Memmi’s book Portrait du colonisateur, Portrait du
colonisé – The Colonizer and the Colonized (1957) to broaden the conversation.
Please tell us a little about your experience as an artist in residency.
The possibility to have time.
What does art help you accomplish?
A place to breathe while I’m watching my child grow up.
EURIDICEKALA.BLOGSPOT.FR

Euridice Kala — She is interested in cultural metamorphosis and historical manipulations. She tries to unveil
missing links with Africa in History. She trained at the Market Photo Workshop in Johannesburg, South Africa.
She took part to the 12th Dakar Biennale in 2016.
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Lucie Laflorentie, Dipping device, 2017.
Mixed techniques.
Installation view, AFTER, CIAM
La Fabrique, Toulouse
2017
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LUCIE LAFLORENTIE
BORN IN 1983 IN MOISSAC. LIVES AND WORKS IN TOULOUSE.

What does the title Measure The Valleys inspire you?
It means time for analysis, experimentations and experience of the area and its landscape. To me, the title implies a circular
movement, but also recording, saving, reproducing anywhere in the valley. It is a call for physical commitment and to grasp
material beyond its tangible reality.
Measure The Valleys is also the title of a song by Miriam Makeba. I have in mind the Discorama broadcast featuring a
dance performance; the dancer’s body became a way to measure and occupy the space of the stage but also like a mental
landscape. This is exactly what the title inspires me – the existence of tools that, in thought or in action, materialize the
valley’s time and space.
« Not only do we have a segment of the globe before us, it is also a segment of History. The tourist comes looking for a point
of view ; the thinker sees a large book in which every rock is a letter, every village an accent from which 2000 years of
memories escape haphazardly like smoke. »
Victor Hugo, Letter to Adèle, September 1839.
What is your proposition about?
The residency is only beginning so it’s more of a working protocol than a firm proposition.
Casting a kinetic gaze over the valley’s territory.
Thinking of crafted devices and apparatus, isolated from the studio or not.
I am trying to use “poor” materials, minimal intervention and what is “already here”.
Please tell us a little about your experience as an artist in residency.
Moving around and working with other people is a very good experience. Collective work is most important at Maisons Daura
as it triggers constant conversations, from start to end of the day, it is very productive. It enables to meet new people, to
share but also confront different points of views I’m used to being alone during my residencies. I feel very mutual buoyant
enthusiasm, it’s very exciting. The almost permanent presence of the curators is a great asset in my opinion as it favours
dialogue outside the usual, formal context of the exhibition. The change of studio space is also an essential point during a
residency. I packed some rocks, postcards and favourite tools but setting up a space for yourself outside your usual studio is a
real, important and demanding step. I have often displaced my studio, sometimes to the exhibitions themselves. I have come
to appreciate these “updates” with new spatial data – it favours replenishment.
Finally and most of all, this residency enables me to discover new landscapes and languages. New territories and their
inhabitants is the essential resource of an artist’s residency!
What does art help you accomplish?
Removing the little rock in my shoe, putting it on the table and seeing a mountain. Never seeing it the same way ever again.
LESABATTOIRS.ORG/RESSOURCES/ARTISTES/638/ LUCIE-LAFLORENTIE

Lucie Laflorentie — Lucie Laflorentie’s architectural installations mingle crafted minimalism and meta video.
Her take on landscape and architecture is influenced by a rural childhood. She graduated from Toulouse’s
school of fine arts. In 2014, MAGCP invited her to a residency in Thies, Senegal.
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Dana Whabira drawing a :
Circle of Uncertainty, 2017.
Photo: Raphael Chikukwa,
courtesy the National Gallery
of Zimbabwe.
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DANA WHABIRA
BORN IN 1976 IN LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM. LIVES AND WORKS IN HARARE, ZIMBABWE.

During her residency, Dana Whabira is mixing calligraphy and cartography working with Indian ink on a large drawing from
her series titled Circles of Uncertainty. She probes the valley’s topography, stones and architecture to create parallels with the
Shona people’s stone buildings in Great Zimbabwe that were built between the 11th and 15th centuries. The cave paintings of
Pech Merle, nearby in the Lot valley also find an echo in the Matopos Hills in Southern Zimbabwe. Dana Whabira makes her
own interpretation of the models imposed by History and the potentates of yesteryear.
Whabira is highly attentive to failures and omissions which she ceaselessly approaches with vigorous critical analysis in
tandem with an ever-growing academic and artistic network.
Initially trained as an architect, Dana Whabira’s research is based on a great curiosity for philosophy, sciences, History and
languages. She develops complex projects resulting from long processes of reflection and dialogues. They create new and
profound links between her own roots in Zimbabwe, Argentina and Poland, her different encounters and experiences, to
question the complex collective notions around the concept of exile.
NJELELE.COM/WHABIRA

Dana Whabira — She associates materials collected in a specific context with economic data, historical
analysis and personal meaning. She represented Zimbabwe at the Venice Biennale in 2017. She took part to
the Dakar Biennale in May 2018.
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MAGCP
MAISON DES ARTS
GEORGES ET CLAUDE POMPIDOU
CENTRE OF CONTEMPORARY ART CAJARC
INTERNATIONAL ARTISTS’ RESIDENCIES SAINT-CIRQ LAPOPIE

Situated 140 km north of Toulouse, in a rural and touristic environment, the MAGCP has combined
activities as a contemporary art centre in Cajarc and an international artists’ residency, at the Maisons
Daura in the picturesque nearby village of Saint-Cirq Lapopie.
The electicism and specificity of the programming seeks to make sense of burning issues in the
contemporary world. Devoted to revealing emerging and established artists, the art centre also
accompanies the public through proactive mediation.
The residency provides living and working spaces for artists from around the world to experiment with
new projects here. The work produced most often echoes perceptions of the exceptional environment
of this site which has become a must-see tourist destination in the region.
This is presented every summer during the Lot Valley Parcours d’Art Contemporain.
Martine Michard, director since 2004, always keeps in mind Octavio Paz’s words: « Every work of art is
the permanent possibility of metamorphosis offered to every man ».
MAGCP.FR

THE LOT VALLEY PARCOURS D’ART CONTEMPORAIN,
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH «LES ABATTOIRS-FRAC MIDI-PYRÉNÉES» SINCE 2005

A FEW FIGURES

2013

2008

— more than 20 000 visitors every year
— 5 to 7 villages involved in the venture
— many exhibition places inside or outside
— 70 artists since 2005

La Montagne qui marche
Fredy Alzate, Chad Keveny, Damien Marchal,
Natacha Mercier, Daniel Perrier, Yuhsin U
Chang

Boomerang
Walter Alvarez Quispe, Basserode, Philippe
Cazal, Jean Daviot, Jimmy Durham, Christophe
Magal, Jérôme Robbe, Jean -Louis Poitevin
(catalogue c/o Archibook)

2017
Co-Mutations,
Paul & Quentin Destieu, Jérôme Fino, Sylvain
Huguet, Grégoire Lauvin, Yann Leguay, Émilien
Leroy, Luce Moreau, Marie-Luce Nadal,
Collectif One Life Remains, Arnaud Rivière,

2012

Géraud Soulhiol, Colson Wood, Franz West

Lever une carte
Renaud Bézy, Suzanne Husky, Frédérique
Loutz & Ernesto Castillo, Philippe Poupet,
Guillaume Robert & Julien Clauss, Alexandra
Sà
2011

2016
Expolanète Lot
Tania Candiani, HeHe, Thomas Lasbouygues,
Caroline Le Méhauté, Ludwig, Tracey Warr,
Angelika Markul + Rob la Frenais (co-curator)
2015
Lotville, un paysage de désirs
Collectif raumlaborberlin
2014
Equivalence
Karimah Ashadu, Laura Emsley,
Javiera Hiault-Echeverria et Renato Ordenes,
Dmitri Makhomet, Jean-Benoit Lallemant,
Nathalie La Hargue

Histoires non encore racontées
José Arnaud-Bello, Santiago Borja,
Jonathan Hernandez

2010
Water Walk
Jagna Ciuchta, David Coste, Cédric Jolivet,
Julien Pastor, France Valliccioni , Clotilde
Viannay

2009
Veilleurs du monde
AOo (Laval-Jeantet & Mangin), Amy Balkin ,
Seamus Farrell, Gilles Bruni, Romain Pellas,
Akira Sunrise (catalogue c/o Blackjack édition)
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2007
Flux-2
Ivana Adaime -Makac , Veaceslav Druta,
Valère Costes, Cyril Hernandez, Monika
Kulicka, Muriel Rodolosse
(catalogue c/o Analogues)

2006
Flux
Constance Ouvrieu, Jean-Daniel Berclaz,
Thomas Lanfranchi, Myriam Mechita,
Gregg Smith, Daniel Ruggiero
(catalogue c/o Analogues)

2005
Sabine Delcour, Patricia Ferrara,
Paul-Armand Gette (catalogue c/o
les Abattoirs), Jérôme Mauche,
Robert Milin
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1
The Lot valley
2
The MAGCP, art centrein Cajarc
3
Maisons Daura,
Saint Cirq Lapopie exterior view of one of the two
residency house.
4
One studio at Maisons Daura, Saint Cirq Lapopie
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PROGRAM / SAVE THE DATE !
CONVERSATION WITH ALAIN POMPIDOU

CINÉLOT / CINEMA UNDER THE STARS

ON THE BOOKS « POUR L’AMOUR DE L’ART » &
« DE L’ÉLAN DU CŒUR »
SATURDAY, JUNE 30TH, 2018 — 2PM
MAGCP, ART CENTRE, CAJARC

MAGCP, ART CENTRE, CAJARC
4€ FOR ALL

Free entrance

We are honoured to receive Alain Pompidou, son of former
French President Georges Pompidou and his wife Claude, art
lover and collector, and professor emeritus of medical biology,
to talk about his books « Pour l’amour de l’art » (« For the love
of art »), Plon, 2017 and « L’Élan du cœur » (« Surge of heart »),
Tempus-Plon, 2018.

OPENING
13TH LOT VALLEY PARCOURS D’ART CONTEMPORAIN
SATURDAY, JUNE 30TH, 2018 — 4PM
MAGCP, ART CENTRE, CAJARC
In the presence of the artists

The presentation of the 2018 Parcours at the art centre will be
followed by a tour of the artworks sited in nature and in various
villages of the valley.

THURSDAY JULY 12TH, 2018 / 10PM

« L’ÉTRANGE HISTOIRE DE PRINCE DETHMER »
HADRIEN LA VAPEUR ET CORTO VACLAV (22MN)
In a working-class neighbourhood of Brazzaville, a promising
dancer named Prince Dethmer is found dead. His family
organizes a funeral service and invites all his artist friends to pay
homage. However, something impossible happens a few days
after...
« AKOUNAK TEDALAT TAHA TAZOUGHAI » (2015)
BY CHRISTOPHER KIRKLEY (1H15)

Featuring musician Mdou Moctar, the movie tells the story of
a young man who tries to become a guitar player against all
odds and more particularly the city of Agadez. The film is both
an original take on Purple Rain and a tribute to the social and
political struggles through music. The direction draws from
Italian neorealism and Jean Rouch’s experimental films.

Many surprises await you!
A buffet dinner will be served halfway at the Cènevières lock
house. The adventure will end on a raging dance floor at
Maisons Daura in Saint-Cirq Lapopie until late!
Free shuttle on reservation, return to Cajarc around 11pm.

BICYCLE RIDING TOUR

THURSDAY JULY 5TH & 12TH, 2018 — 10AM-1PM
START : TOUR DE FAURE (LES P’TITS VÉLOS)
16 € / PERSON
BOOKING REQUIRED : 05 65 40 78 19
In partnership with Les P’tits Vélos, bicycle rental, MAGCP
invites you to an original and fun experience on the Parcours.
Maxime from Les P’tits Vélos will monitor the ride and a
member of the centre of art will present the works.

CONCERTS DISPERSÉS (SCATTERED CONCERTS)
FRIDAY JULY 13TH, 2018 - 6PM…
In partnership with GMEA (Gantner Multimedia Centre), Albi’s
National Centre of Musical Creation and with support from
CNC/Dicréam

Les Concerts Dispersés (« Scattered concerts ») invite
you to the outdoors to discover digital and sound works
created on location, in the Lot Valley. The invited artists
create a gathering between digital and analogue media
and the surrounding landscapes via acoustic waves
projected on the slopes, computers linked to telluric
forces and slow radio processions that echo the valley’s
industrial remains.

Among the invited artists: Julien Clauss & Emma
Clauss-Loriaut, Fou Lucifer Fou, Amédée De
Murcia & Romain de Ferron, Terrine, Thomas
Tilly, Valentina Vuksic.

Bicycle rental on location.

Curated by : Jérôme Fino, Yann Leguay and
Arnaud Rivière in partnership with MAGCP/
Maisons Daura

FESTIVAL AFRICAJARC

ALL SUMMER LONG

JULY 19TH - 22ND
EVERYWHERE IN CAJARC

POM*POMPIDOU WORKSHOPS!

Africajarc festival has been holding its African culture related
events in Cajarc by the river Lot for 19 years now. The 20th
anniversary of this internationally famous festival will take place
from July 19th to July 22nd, 2018. Once again, it will feature the
most dynamic African artists in a high-level program.
The whole town of Cajarc will shine and vibrate thanks to
musicians, writers, filmmakers, craftsmen, sculptors, graphic
artists and dancers from the whole African continent and
beyond!
For this particularly symbolic anniversary, Africajarc is glad to
team up with the Maison des Arts Georges & Claude Pompidou.
RESERVATION AND INFORMATION ON
AFRICAJARC.COM

IT’S SUMMERTIME !
SUMMER THURSDAYS / 10AM-12NOON
MAGCP, ART CENTRE, CAJARC
7 € / CHILD (5 TO 12)
BOOKING REQUIRED : 05 65 40 78 19

A fun and creative moment mixing a guided tour for young
audiences and a workshop. Children are invited to create
something related to the Parcours and exhibitions.
MERCREDIS CURIEUX / MODELAGE
WEDNESDAYS JULY 11TH & AUGUST 8TH, 3PM-5PM.
PLACE FRANÇOISE SAGAN IN CAJARC
10 € / CHILD (5 TO 12)
BOOKING REQUIRED AT FIGEAC’S TOURIST OFFICE : 05 65
34 06 25
In partnership with Figeac’s tourist office.

CINÉLOT / CINEMA UNDER THE STARS
SHORT FILMS
THURSDAY JULY 26TH, 2018 / 10PM
MAGCP, ART CENTRE, CAJARC
4€ FOR ALL
In partnership with Séquence court-métrage festival, Toulouse.

An evening under the stars in the MAGCP gardens! Séquence
Court-Métrage festival (Toulouse) has made an eclectic
selection of short films produced in the area (in partnership with
Cajarc’s youth centre and 7ème ciel).
Opening at 9.30PM so you can enjoy a visit of the exhibition
first.

ART & SCIENCES
SKY OBSERVATION
FRIDAY AUGUST 17TH, 2018 — 10PM-MIDNIGHT
4 € / PERSON
BOOKING REQUIRED : 05 65 40 78 19
In partnership with Carrefour des sciences et des arts.

Discover a creation… at dusk! Followed by a sky observation
session led by an astronomer. Make sure you bring some cakes
and drinks to share with everyone involved!

Learn how to model clay on the village square.

GUIDED TOURS
All summer long, a guide will tell you about the artists, their
work and the wonderful setting of the Lot Valley.

EVERY WEDNESDAY : JULY – AUGUST / 10AM
STARTING AT 10AM AT MAISONS DAURA IN SAINT-CIRQ
LAPOPIE
COMPULSORY VEHICLE.
€4, (€2 FOR MEMBERS)
BOOKING REQUIRED : 05 65 40 78 19

— PARTNERS

Official Partners

Partners

The contemporary art centre Maison des Arts Georges and
Claude Pompidou (MAGCP) thanks the villages that host
the Lot valley Parcours d’art contemporain including:
Cajarc, Calvignac, Cénevières, Grégols, Larnagol, SaintCirq Lapopie, Saint-Martin Labouval and Tour-de-Faure.
The MAGCP Association receives support from the
State (Ministry of Culture and Communication, Direction
régionale des affaires culturelles Occitanie), the Région
Occitanie / Pyrénnées-Méditerranée and the Conseil
Départemental du Lot.
The Centre is part of the regional network of contemporary
art, Air de Midi, and is a member of d.c.a, the French
association for the development of art centres.
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MANAGEMENT

LOCATIONS

DIRECTOR
MARTINE MICHARD
M.MICHARD@MAGCP.FR

MAGCP
CONTEMPORARY ART CENTRE
134, AVENUE GERMAIN CANET
46160 CAJARC
T 00 33 (0)5 65 40 78 19

PRESS RELATIONS,
COMMUNICATION
HÉLÈNE MAURY
H.MAURY@MAGCP.FR
ADMINISTRATION
SÉVERINE CABROL
S.CABROL@MAGCP.FR

MAISONS DAURA
INTERNATIONAL ARTISTS’
RESIDENCIES
LE BOURG
46300 SAINT-CIRQ-LAPOPIE

PRODUCTION
BENJAMIN COQUARD
B.COQUARD@MAGCP.FR
EDUCATION AND PROJECTS
MARIE DEBORNE
M.DEBORNE@MAGCP.FR
VOLONTARY COMMUNITY SERVICE
ANAÏS PIAUD
A.PIAUD@MAGCP.FR
INTERNS
LOUISE BOURGEOIS
EVA BELMAS
RENAUD LEMOZY
DANIELLE KRIKORIAN

ACCESS
CENTRE OF CONTEMPORATY ART
134 AVENUE GERMAIN CANET — 46160 CAJARC
AIRPORT TOULOUSE/BLAGNAC
TRAIN STATIONS FIGEAC OU CAHORS
— FROM FIGEAC D 19
— FROM CAHORS D 911 (CAUSSE) OU D 653 ET D 662
— FROM TOULOUSE A20 EXIT 59 D° CAUSSADE,
CROSS THE CITY, THEN D 17 MONTEILS, D 19 BACH, LIMOGNE

MAISON DES ARTS GEORGES ET CLAUDE POMPIDOU
CENTRE OF CONTEMPORARY ART & ARTISTS’ RESIDENCIES
134 AVENUE GERMAIN CANET 46160 CAJARC
T 05 65 40 78 19 — WWW.MAGCP.FR
EXHIBITION FROM JULY 1ST - SEPTEMBER 2ND, 2018
EVERYDAY EXCEPT MONDAY, 11AM — 1PM & 2PM — 6PM
FREE ENTRANCE

MAGCP.FR

